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Objective of the study and its significance:
The measurement of childhood maltreatment relies on information from a variety of
different sources depending on whether it is obtained prospectively or retrospectively. Prospective
measures are typically derived from parental or official reports, which capture third-person
perspectives, whilst retrospective measures are most commonly assessed using self-reports, which
capture the first-person perspective (Baldwin et al., 2019). In contrast to previous assumptions, firstand third-person perspectives identify largely different groups of individuals and cannot therefore
be used interchangeably (Baldwin et al., 2019). These groups have different risk for psychopathology.
It has been found that risk of psychopathology is minimal in individuals with third-person measures
of maltreatment but no corresponding first-person reports, while the risk linked to first-person
retrospective reports is high, whether or not this subjective appraisal is consistent with third-person
measures (Danese & Widom, 2020; Newbury et al., 2018; Reuben et al., 2016; Shaffer et al., 2008).
This study seeks to investigate the sources of disagreement between first- and third-person
measures of maltreatment. The E-Risk study is uniquely positioned to explore this disagreement
through a qualitative analysis of the rich and detailed interviewer impression notes collected at
phase 18. There are two key aspects of the interviewers’ notes that might shed light on factors
underlying the disagreement between reports through a qualitative analysis. The first is contextual
factors that might act as barriers to disclosure, and the second is the interviewer’s impression of the
subject during the assessment
Firstly, the contextual conditions within which the interview took place, and the level of
rapport established between the research worker and E-Risk Study members, might act as important
barriers to disclosure (Della Femina et al., 1990). The E-Risk interviewer impression notes are
uniquely able to give a rich and detailed account of the context of the interview, for example the
level of privacy available and whether anyone else was present during the interview that might have
hindered the subject from reporting honestly. In addition, the notes provide detailed descriptions of
the research worker’s impression of the subject’s level of engagement and openness, their
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willingness or reticence to disclose personal information, and the level of rapport that was
established during the interview process. Identification of such factors through a qualitative analysis
might offer important insight into the motivational mechanisms underlying the disagreement
between first- and third-person accounts of maltreatment.
Secondly, the notes give detailed accounts of the interviewers’ impressions of the way in
which subjects interpreted and made sense of their past experiences, and how they emotionally
responded to questions related to victimization and maltreatment. Individual differences in
sensitivity to negative information, propensity to interpret events as threatening or abusive (Clancy
& McNally, 2005; Widom & Morris, 1997), and appraisal and coping styles (VanMeter et al., 2020),
might lead to contrasting interpretations of the same experience, therefore resulting in conflicting
reports when maltreatment is measured through subjective self-report in comparison to more
objective third-person measures (Danese & Widom, 2020). Therefore, a qualitative analysis of
individual variation in subjective appraisal style might offer insight into differences in reporting of
maltreatment due to differences in first-person experiences and interpretations (Danese & Widom,
2020; Smith & Pollak, 2021).
This investigation may provide novel insights on the conceptualization and measurement of
childhood maltreatment. Because of the different risk for psychopathology in the groups identified
by either measure, better understanding of the sources of measure disagreement may also identify
protective and vulnerability factors.
Data analysis methods:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Each form of maltreatment (physical and sexual abuse, physical neglect, and emotional
abuse and neglect) will be dichotomized as none/mild (0) or severe (1) for both prospective
and retrospective measures
Scores on each maltreatment variable will be added together to create a multiple
maltreatment score ranging from 0-4 for both prospective and retrospective measures
Most and least discordant groups will be quantified by subtracting each participant’s
prospective maltreatment score from their retrospective maltreatment score to create a
measure of directional divergence
This will identify three groups: concordant; most discordant – third-person report only (or
greater third-person measures, if using continuous scores); most discordant – first-person
report only (or greater first-person measures, if using continuous scores)
Samples from each group will be selected stratifying by gender and SES. Depending on the
size of the groups, word count and the different interviewers might also be included in the
sampling strategy
Thematic analysis of the interviewer impression notes will be conducted between groups
using the framework approach (Ritchie et al., 2003):
Data familiarization – noting down key ideas and themes
Constructing an initial thematic framework
Indexing – systematically applying the thematic framework to the entire data set
Charting – rearranging the indexed data into thematic matrices
Mapping and interpretation
Writing up results with quoted extracts to support the discussion

Variables needed at which ages:
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-

FAMILYID - Unique family identifier
ATWINID - Twin A ID
BTWINID - Twin B ID
RORDERP5 - Random Twin Order
SAMPSEX - Sex of Twins
ZYGOSITY – Zygosity

Age 5
-

SESWQ35 - Social class composite

Age 5 - 12
- HARME512 - Child Harm between 5-12
- PHYSICALE512 - Physical abuse between 5-12
- SEXUALE512 - Sexual abuse between 5-12
- EABUSEE512 - Emotional abuse between 5-12
- ENEGLECTE512 - Emotional neglect between 5-12
- PNEGLECTE512 - Physical neglect between 5-12
- ‘Any maltreatment’ variable used in Newbury et al. 2018
- ‘Multiple maltreatment’ variable used in Newbury et al, 2018
Age 18
- CTQ_PAE18 CTQ - physical abuse score reported at 18
- CTQ_SAE18 CTQ - sexual abuse score reported at 18
- CTQ_PNE18 CTQ - physical neglect score reported at 18
- Combined ‘emotional abuse and emotional neglect’ variable used in Newbury et al, 2018
- ‘Any maltreatment’ variable used in Newbury et al, 2018
- ‘Multiple maltreatment’ variable used in Newbury et al, 2018
- INTVWRE18 – Interviewer identifier at 18
- NOTWDCNT18 – word count for interviewer impression notes at 18
Qualitative data:
- Interview impression notes at age 18
- Notes from victimization section at age 18
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